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British positions, in particular whether it was necessary to restore Brit-

ish administration to the Falklands or to guarantee self-determination

for the islanders.

Since the successful retaking of South Georgia Island earlier this

week, criticism within the Conservative Party has died down and public

opinion seems to have swung once again solidly behind Thatcher. The

South Georgia operation, however, has made the opposition parties

even more nervous about military operations than they were earlier,

and the Labor Party in particular is pushing hard for continuing negoti-

ations. Despite opposition nervousness, Thatcher will pursue the mili-

tary options she believes needed to restore the Falklands to British rule

as quickly as possible as long as she has the support of the Conservative

Party and the public. In the absence of a sudden diplomatic break-

through, therefore, the United Kingdom is likely to pursue military

action beyond the blockade as soon as technically feasible.

If the extended blockade and related military actions do not pro-

duce results very soon or if they lead to heavy British casualties, criti-

cism will rise within the Conservative Party, public support will plum-

met, and the government’s survival will come increasingly into

question.

[less than 1 line not declassified]

[Omitted here is the body of the memorandum.]

187. Telegram From the Department of State to the Embassy in

Argentina

1

Washington, April 29, 1982, 0145Z

115266. Subject: Falkland Islands: Secretary’s Meeting With Costa-

Mendez.

1. Secret–Entire text.

2. The Secretary met with Foreign Minister Costa Mendez the after-

noon of April 28.
2

Ambassadors Enders and Figueroa and Mr. Service

(notetaker) were present.

1

Source: Reagan Library, Executive Secretariat, NSC Cable File, Falkland File 04/

28/1982. Secret; Niact Immediate; Nodis. Sent for information Immediate to London.

2

No memorandum of conversation of this meeting has been found.
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3. The essential message Costa-Mendez conveyed was the

following: the GOA believes the Rio Treaty MFM resolution
3

strength-

ened its position with Argentine and world opinion, but realizes there

are only two options for resolving the Falklands dispute: a continuation

of the U.S. effort or through the U.N. The U.N. route would require

major readjustments in Argentine foreign policy which the GOA does

not want to make (and Costa-Mendez even less), and the outcome

would be uncertain. Therefore, Argentina wants the U.S. effort to con-

tinue. However, it cannot accept the proposal as it stands;
4

the GOA

has difficulties with what it perceives as lack of a deadline for resolving

the sovereignty issue, with the administrative arrangements for the

interim period, and with the political resolution article, particularly

the reference to the wishes and interests of the inhabitants.

4. The Secretary told Costa-Mendez that only the U.S. is in a position

to achieve a satisfactory solution. He understood the reference to adjust-

ments in Argentina’s foreign policy, but did not believe any Argentine

Government could undertake a close alliance with the Soviets. As for

the text of the proposal, the Secretary told Costa-Mendez that we see

no prospect for any significant changes being accepted by the British.

The UK has serious problems with it as it stands; however, if the GOA

agrees to the proposal, we are confident that we can prevail upon the

UK to accept, provided full-scale fighting has not yet begun. According

to our information (the Secretary stressed again that the British are

keeping their plans to themselves), a British attack could begin as early

as Friday.
5

5. The Secretary and Enders went over the three points Costa-

Mendez had listed as stumbling blocks, pointing out that the essential

concerns of the GOA have been preserved with only minor modifica-

tions from the text at the time the Secretary departed Buenos Aires.

In other respects, particularly the reference to the Falkland Islands

Company, the text has been improved. It is in our judgment a fair

and reasonable proposal, one which the U.S. can stand behind. The

Secretary then told Costa-Mendez the problem boils down to the ques-

tion of whether the GOA has confidence in the role of the U.S. He told

Costa-Mendez that the U.S. does not act for the U.K., that we have our

own interests at stake, both in Europe and in Latin America, and that

his government should have no doubts where this process will lead

and will be completed within the prescribed time periods. However,

if the GOA concludes definitively that it cannot accept the proposal,

3

See footnote 2, Document 185.

4

See footnote 3, Document 181.

5

April 30.
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there should also be no doubt that the U.S. will have to come down

strongly on the side of the UK.

6. Costa-Mendez said he would consult with his government and

get back to the Secretary as soon as possible with the most essential

changes that the GOA requires in the proposed agreement. The Secre-

tary stressed that we must have that response tonight.

Haig

188. Message From British Prime Minister Thatcher to

President Reagan

1

London, April 29, 1982, 1322Z

Dear Ron,

The Cabinet considered Al Haig’s current proposals on the Falk-

land Islands for the first time this morning.
2

We were all very grateful

for his tireless efforts.

I explained to my colleagues that Al had put his proposals to the

Argentine Government only on 27 April; that, as he made clear to

Francis Pym, he had given them a deadline for accepting the proposals

without amendment or rejecting them;
3

and that this deadline had

passed more than 24 hours ago with no Argentine reply.

In the Cabinet’s view, the proposals must now be regarded as

having been rejected by the Argentines, who have ignored the deadline

and publicly restated that they are not prepared to alter their position

on sovereignty.

Al made clear to Francis last week that, if Argentina did reject the

proposals, the U.S. would consider its current peace-making efforts to

have ended and would from then on give full public support to Britain.
4

In the Cabinet’s view, this point has now been reached. I cannot conceal

1

Source: Reagan Library, Executive Secretariat, NSC Cable File, Falkland File 04/

29/1982 (1). Secret. Sent in a telegram via Cabinet Office channels from the Cabinet

Office to the White House.

2

Under an April 29 covering note, Henderson transmitted to Haig Pym’s summary

of the Cabinet’s consideration of the proposals. (Department of State, Executive Secretar-

iat, S/S Special Handling Restrictions Memos 1979–1983, Lot 96D262, ES Sensitive April

27–30 1982)

3

See Document 180.

4

See Documents 163, 164, 165, and 166.
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